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iniVation is revolutionizing computer vision to reach unprecedented levels of speed and energy efficien-
cy. Its Dynamic Vision Sensor hardware-software technology platform is in use in over 250 companies 
and labs across a wide range of industries including IoT, automotive, consumer electronics and aero-
space. To build further on its momentum, iniVation is seeking (multiple positions): 

Customer Solutions Engineer – Computer Vision (80-100%) 

In this position, you will be a key part of the team bringing Dynamic Vision Sensor technology to the 
world. Your tasks will include: 

 Software development at all stages of the development cycle: system specification, implementa-
tion, testing, developer and user documentation 

 System integration, including construction of test setups, installation of real-world test sites and 
collection of system verification data 

 Ensure maximum customer satisfaction with iniVation technologies 
 Assistance with technical customer support 

The following elements in your profile are essential: 

 Ability to manage a high, changing work load while always keeping an eye for detail 
 Very high motivation; willingness to go the extra mile in a dynamic startup environment 
 High skills in C/C++. Other useful knowledge includes other programming languages (Python, 

Java), frameworks for vision (e.g. Open CV) and AI (PyTorch, Tensorflow). 
 Experience in computer vision. 
 Demonstrated record of success in delivering reliable software on time 
 Completed university degree in computer science, software engineering, electrical engineering 

or similar technical degree. Copies of academic transcripts required. 
 Swiss or EU passport, or Swiss residence with existing right to work (B/C permit) 
 Very good written and spoken English; other languages are a bonus. 

Your ideal profile will also include the following elements: 

 Experience interfacing with hardware (cameras) 
 Cross-platform development skills (Windows, Mac, Android, Linux) 
 Embedded software development skills 

Why work at iniVation? 

 Work at the forefront of a new era in fast, efficient, intelligent computer vision 
 Interact with industry-leading customers and partners around the world 
 Dynamic working environment in Zurich, Switzerland 

Some occasional travel may be required. Salary and benefits will be commensurate with experience. 
iniVation is an equal opportunity employer. 
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Interested? Please send your CV (and academic transcripts) with the job title in the subject line to in-
fo@iniVation.com. 


